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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Florida has been hit with a storm the MSM all predicted would 4 
continue as a category 3 that hit Cuba, and, who knows, it might go 5 
to cat-4. It's been downgraded to a "tropical storm" — huge 6 
damage, lives lost. Our system requires the Governor to contact the 7 
acting POTUS and request help before the Feds can legally move in 8 
with help. Unlike that idiot in Louisiana who proudly refused to 9 
call Trump, DeSantis has the interests of the Floridians uppermost 10 
in his mind and sent the request for Federal assistance to Biden — 11 
Joyless Behar depicts DeSantis as groveling at the feet of the great 12 
and mighty Biden, coming to him with "hat in hand." There is no 13 
word for these people that aptly comprehends their malice, mixed 14 
with their utter stupidity! Pray for our families and friends in 15 
Florida, and So. Carolina — the Gov. there praised Mayors in 16 
impacted coastal cities who were well prepared — he said "this is 17 
not as bad as it could have been." He said "a lot of prayers have 18 
been answered." And he cautioned, don't stop praying, because 19 
"this is still coming."1 20 
Biden Bungles — sets a new fumble record.  21 
Here is another of at least fifty good reasons to vote Brian Dahle 22 
for CA governor:2  23 
Talking about Dahle — here is a dolly to remember, Dolly 24 
Madison, wife of James Madison, founder and fourth president of 25 

                                     
1 https://www.foxnews.com/live-news/hurricane-ian-tracker-news-path-weather-09-30-2022 
2 https://briandahle.com/ 
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the US. When the British set fire to the White House, she rescued a 26 
now iconic painting of George Washington, and several other 27 
historical and valuable artifacts — including, some think, a crystal 28 
flute. Lately defiled by Lizzo on full display in DC! 29 
Xi and Putin are getting snuggly — CCP and RUSSIA conducting 30 
joint naval operations in the Bering Sea, near Kiska Island, only 80 31 
miles off the Alaskan coast. Oh, and what about those rumors that 32 
Xi has been ousted, or is about to be? 33 
47 pro-life pregnancy centers have been brutally attacked by pro-34 
abort extremists — looks a lot like Domestic Violence Extremists 35 
to any sane observer — but the FBI are too busy rounding up 36 
MAGA Trump supporters to bother with people fire-bombing 37 
Christian ministries. 38 
Netflix rolls out their new series, telling the story of Jeffery 39 
Dahmer. Remember him? He is the homosexual who seduced (not-40 
so-) gay men to his home where he murdered them, cut them into 41 
pieces, ate them, and stored the left overs in his refrigerator. Right! 42 
It's a true story, read about it here.3 It's what happens next that 43 
makes this a story for the Brain Massage® show. 44 
Finally, God will wait for a nation to use the sword of judgment He 45 
gave to government to execute wrath upon evildoers [Romans 13], 46 
but He will wait only so long before He steps in and TAKES IT 47 
INTO HIS OWN HANDS! 48 
Biblically, the two sins that "reach into heaven" and draw down the 49 
fire and fury of God's wrath are these — the shedding of innocent 50 
blood, and embracing and promoting unnatural sexual behavior. 51 
Okay, folks — it's time for your Brain Massage! 52 
 [TRUTH] 53 

                                     
3 901.2.5-Jeffrey Dahmer - Wikipedia 
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Biden Bungles — sets a new fumble record, looks for dead, Indiana 54 
Republican Senator in a recent event at DC — "I want to thank all 55 
of you," he said, and named some Republicans he wanted to thank 56 
for their support, and then "Representative Jackie — are you here? 57 
Where's Jackie?" She was killed in an auto accident, along with two 58 
staffers, about three months ago. The White House, per Biden's 59 
orders, flew the flag at half-mast, and he participated in services in 60 
her memory. So, I don't think, as the pretending POTUS expected, 61 
"she was going to be here …"4 62 
USA TODAY explains it was a class act, totally professional and 63 
demonstrated generosity.5 I kid you not! I'm not sure what is more 64 
disturbing—that the acting POTUS — with emphasis on the word 65 
acting — would be looking for a dead person in an event, or that 66 
USA TODAY would say this was one of Biden's finest moments — 67 
acting professionally, and generously! Like the entire deep state 68 
community has been dumbed down to AOC level — you caught 69 
her latest, surely. 70 
She complained that "the same people who tell us that Covid is just 71 
a flu, (that's what Fauci called it, at first; and it's what the many in 72 
the medical establishment is saying it has become) that climate 73 
change isn't real (like the group led by Nobel Laureate and joined 74 
by 1200 scientists,6 7 8 9 10 that J-6 was nothing but a tourist visit 75 
(actually, I'm sure there were some tourists there, but I've never 76 
heard any dismiss it as a mere tourist event, so, AOC is lying, again), 77 
are now trying to tell us that transgender people aren't real."11 Now, 78 
                                     
4 https://nypost.com/2022/09/28/biden-asks-dead-rep-jackie-walorski-to-identify-herself-in-crowd/ 
5 https://www.foxnews.com/media/usa-today-op-ed-bidens-jackie-gaffe-demonstrated-generosity-professionalism 
6 https://www.thequint.com/climate-change/1200-scientists-claim-that-climate-change-is-not-real-heres-the-truth 
7 https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexepstein/2015/01/06/97-of-climate-scientists-agree-is-100-wrong/?sh=2466935f3f9f 
8 https://scribe.usc.edu/climate-change-its-not-man-made-its-business-made/ 
9 https://www.aei.org/carpe-diem/there-is-no-climate-emergency-say-500-experts-in-letter-to-the-united-nations/ 
10 https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/845901/climate-change-natural-global-warming-evidence-jennifer-marohasy 
11 https://uk.news.yahoo.com/aoc-rebukes-anti-trans-rant-
063904304.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9kdWNrZHVja2dvLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAD6qwlNLhG
eL69YCmCkIPFkf8B1mZIKounU2MAF6T2bGfz1GGUs977jjmCvL83kVBctn2dezCd7VAiTDtOfyAWfGyYgJ7ccNci4zvH32l72PAkK
_fQA-zmCRIlFnLX4pCuFRI_dZNxYs0jH6Q1JfALkJYHW2FNHXi7CpIhqAC0x4 
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that's the weirdest thing I've ever heard, even from AOC. Perhaps 79 
she is speaking existentially and operating on a high level of 80 
consciousness, framing a sort of syllogism in her mind: 1. people 81 
are real, 2. some people are transgendered, and so 3. transgendered 82 
people are real. If so, someone should bop her on the head with a 83 
Laputan-bonker.12 You'll need some background in Swift's 84 
Guilliver's Travels to appreciate and I've no time to elaborate. 85 
But the chances that AOC has an intelligence quotient even 86 
approximating the king of the floating Island of Luputa — is so 87 
remote, we will have to conclude that AOC is just as dumb as 88 
anyone listening to her thinks she is—no, AOC, transgendered 89 
men are still male, and transgendered women are still female. Ask 90 
all those hard working female competitors that lost to Lia 91 
Thomas.13 92 
Meanwhile, Biden's red speech, where he called MAGA supporters 93 
terrorists, and painted a target on the backs of God fearing patriots, 94 
have you seen the backdrop for China's CCP Conference coming 95 
up — it looks eerily like Biden's backdrop for that speech. 96 
Anyway, Biden's speech served to provide political cover for his 97 
FBI assault on American's suspected of voting for Trump—his 98 
speech also served as a dog whistle-call to the few that did vote for 99 
him to hunt down and kill MAGA America Firsters. One of those 100 
dogs was North Dakota Biden voter Joseph Brandt, who was 101 
charged for murder with an instrument—a class AA Felony that 102 
caries a maximum of life in prison.14 He got into a dispute with an 103 
18 year old MAGA Republican, and apparently, he lost the 104 
argument, went crazy, and it looks like he knocked the kid down, 105 
then ran over him with his car. When he called 911 to report the 106 
"accident" he explained he got into an argument with a Republican 107 

                                     
12 https://www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/g/gullivers-travels/summary-and-analysis/part-iii-chapter-2 
13 https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/17/sport/lia-thomas-ncaa-swimming/index.html 
14 https://news.yahoo.com/murder-charge-north-dakota-man-165031582.html 
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extremist — he is trying to make it out he was threatened by the 18 108 
year old, but that's not going to fly—well! 109 
I guess that depends on whether his attorney can find enough sane 110 
people for the jury! 111 
Anyway, let me give you a good reason to vote Brian Dahle for CA 112 
governor:15 Newsom just signed S.Bill 107 empowering the 113 
Sovereign State of CA to "legally" kidnap and mutilate children if 114 
parents in other states want to rescue their child from culture 115 
engendered confusion.16 This is the assessment of California 116 
Family Council, a group I have noticed does a deep dive into the 117 
language of these bills. To be clear, some kid, let's say, that has been 118 
badgered by teachers into confusion about his or her GOD GIVEN 119 
gender assignment, and pressured into thinking they would be 120 
happier as a member of the opposite sex—well, now, we have a law 121 
that encourages LGBTQIA+ groups to assist these kids, and 122 
supporting families, to cross state lines, and into the jurisdiction of 123 
Newsome's CA tax funded sex change program—where they will 124 
start injecting these kids with hormones, preparing them for the 125 
surgery in which they will butcher these children into freakish 126 
distortions. If anyone thinks this only applies to kids from other 127 
states, think again! 128 
We knew this guy would Frisco California. 129 
And another good reason to vote Dahle for CA gov.: Newsome 130 
wants to eliminate your right to keep and bear arms, and make CA 131 
a sanctuary city for abortion "rights" — and his party wants to 132 
provide an abortion for teens, without parental consent. In fact, 133 
they don't even want to inform the parents about it after the fact. 134 
Dahle rightly said there is no right to abortion in our Constitution, 135 

                                     
15 https://briandahle.com/ 
16 https://www.californiafamily.org/2022/09/gov-newsom-signs-bill-to-strip-children-from-parents-to-medically-transgender-them/ 
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(federal or state, by the way), but there IS A RIGHT TO KEEP 136 
AND BEAR ARMS. Vote Dahle. 137 
Hold on through the break! I'll be right back! 138 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 139 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 140 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 141 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 142 
liberty. 143 
Dolly Madison, wife of James Madison, one of our nation's 144 
Founders and fourth president of the US, was given a crystal flute 145 
in honor of his second inauguration. Lizzo performed in DC lately 146 
and was loaned James Madison's 200-year-old crystal flute—to 147 
assist her in her performance—which she used to accompany 148 
twerk act; I guess that's what you would call it!  149 
I never heard of Lizzo and did not know Madison was given a 150 
crystal flute as a gift for his second inauguration as President. Made 151 
by a French fellow, by the way, one Claude Laurent, of Paris, an 152 
invention he called a "flute en cristal" — 1806, he made only two of 153 
these, the other glass flutes were not leaded glass crystal. 154 
Anyway, what does this mean? Why would the brain masseur care 155 
about something so droll an event? I watched and wept! 156 
It's customary for a conquering nation to take the relics of former 157 
cultural, military, and political heroes of the conquered people and 158 
expose them to public ridicule and shame. 159 
It's also one of the signals of God's judgment upon a nation. In the 160 
waning days of Judah, Jeremiah declared their enemies would drag 161 
out "the bones of the kings of Judah, and the bones of his princes, 162 
and the bones of the priests, and the bones of the prophets, and the 163 
bones of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, out of their graves: and they 164 
shall spread them before the sun, and the moon, and all the host of 165 
heaven, whom they have loved, and whom they have served, and 166 
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after whom they have walked, and whom they have sought, and 167 
whom they have worshipped: … they shall be for dung upon the 168 
face of the earth." (But see also Ezekiel 37:4, God can make these 169 
dead bones live.) 170 
Anyway, out trots Lizzo, dressed like some pimp's ho, literally, and 171 
a low class ho at that, the kind you see on certain streets in 172 
Newsome's Frisco—the girl has got to weigh in at 400 lbs, and she's 173 
twerking? Really? She blows a tone, not a tune, by the way, a tone 174 
on the flute and giggles, and waddles, and—well, there is really 175 
nothing more to say about that except, these people have no class!  176 
But don't let this side show distract you from what's going on 177 
behind the veil. Let's get to what we really need to be concerned 178 
about. 179 
Xi and Putin are getting snuggly — CCP and RUSSIA conducting 180 
joint naval operations in the Bering Sea, near Kiska Island, only 80 181 
miles off the Alaskan coast. [Yeah! A C-130 Hercules chopper 182 
provided air support for a National Guard patrol ship, a cutter 183 
called Kimball, that spotted the four ship convoy in formation 184 
chugging along the Bering strait — as soon as the CCP and Russia 185 
joint naval op was discovered, they broke formation. One of the 186 
ships was identified as a GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER, and a 187 
DESTROYER, the other two were not identified. This comes on the 188 
heels of a warning of CCP interest in the Arctic, and Russia's 189 
military build up there. This came from NATO Security General, 190 
Jens Stoltenberg. 191 
The CCP has declared itself to be a "near arctic state." This is a ruse 192 
to give CCP's intrusion into Arctic affairs a quasi-legal status.17 193 
CCP has declared it has a legal and legitimate interest in the region 194 
and wants to establish an Arctic Silk Road—and dictate the use of 195 
this resource.18  196 
                                     
17 https://www.europeanguanxi.com/post/how-china-conceives-of-itself-as-a-near-arctic-state 
18 https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/14/china-we-are-a-near-arctic-state-and-we-want-a-polar-silk-road.html 
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Russia is building new and reopening old Soviet era deepwater 197 
ports and military bases in the Acrtic, including airfields.  198 
These are preparations for war, folks! There is no other reasonable 199 
way to view this. 200 
Meanwhile, we are watching rumors of Xi being under house 201 
arrest,19 that the PLA is taking over Beijing,20 something advocated 202 
by popular Chinese General Li Qiaoming, and enthusiastically 203 
embraced by Xi, by the way,21 with reports of military convoys 204 
rolling toward Beijing and military resources gathering at Xi's 205 
home,22 sudden and unexpected cancellation of hundreds of flights 206 
in and out of Beijing,23 and all of this, on the heels of Xi's crack 207 
down on dissident "ministers" with suspended death sentences on 208 
two of these and life-sentences on four other top officials — WHY? 209 
— for being part of a 'political clique,' 24 add to this Xi's 210 
disappearance from public view,25 for ten days after his meeting 211 
with Putin,26 followed by the "weird" appearance that observers 212 
thought was staged,27 and all of this coming up on the CCP 20th 213 
national congress where a new leader for China could be 214 
appointed.28 The law required anyone 68 or older, at the time of the 215 
conference, must resign; Xi is 69. But the law in China serves more 216 
like, how do the Pirates put it, sort of guidelines. Like America! 217 

                                     
19 https://www.techarp.com/facts/xi-jinping-arrested-military-coup/ 
20 https://enewsroom.in/xi-jinping-coup-beijing-china-chinese-pla/ 
21 https://dnyuz.com/2022/09/24/li-qiaoming-general-at-center-of-china-coup-rumors-on-social-media/ 
22 https://www.msn.com/en-in/news/other/general-li-qiaoming-is-next-chinese-president-how-rumours-of-house-arrest-of-xi-
jinping-went-viral/ar-AA12dEJc 
23 https://welovetrump.com/2022/09/24/rumors-are-swirling-that-chinas-xi-jinping-was-arrested/ 
24 https://www.msn.com/en-in/news/other/general-li-qiaoming-is-next-chinese-president-how-rumours-of-house-arrest-of-xi-
jinping-went-viral/ar-AA12dEJc 
25 https://www.txtreport.com/news/2022-09-30-xi-jinping-s-%22weird%22-appearance!-rumors-of-being-under-house-arrest-are-
flying-all-over-the-world--and-foreign-media-analyzes-the-reasons-%E2%80%93-yqqlm.H1l_Nh7fs.html 
26 IBID 
27 IBID 
28 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/19/china-communist-party-ccp-national-congress-xi-jinping-delegates-explained-
in-30-seconds 
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We might hope some rumored Christian Nicodemus types that we 218 
have heard are burrowed into the CCP might rise to power, but the 219 
CCP General at the center of these rumors does not show any signs 220 
of that—instead, he just might be a much more aggressive war 221 
hawk than Xi's slow, methodical approach to taking over the world. 222 
Is the PARTY getting impatient? 223 
Now, consider the two great sins that bring a nation into judgment 224 
before GOD — following a general forsaking of GOD in the land, a 225 
nation's culture degrades followed by corruption in all of its ruling 226 
institutions, to the level of state sanction killing of the innocent, 227 
and condoning, embracing, then enforcing unnatural sexual 228 
expression. Remember Sodom! 229 
We had a reprieve in the matter of the first crime against Heaven in 230 
the overturning of Roe. However, as I rejoiced with all who support 231 
the BABIES RIGHT TO LIFE — I also warned this was likely to be 232 
the beginning of the real fight for LIFE. That's another prophecy 233 
proved true. 234 
You've seen the insanity on the left in reaction to the overturning 235 
of Roe—the wild distortions of what it meant. No question, 236 
overturning Roe removes the blanket cover of legal protection for 237 
this act of heinous murder, and it exposes the sham of abortion 238 
being a "Constitutionally protected RIGHT" — all it did was throw 239 
the debate back into public domain where it has to be fought out 240 
state by state. Or the Representatives of the People will have to 241 
commit to this evil and go with a Graham compromise that 242 
formally legalizes the murder of babies from conception to the 243 
fifteenth week. There is no negotiation with the Devil on this 244 
business—if it's okay to kill the baby the day before the fifteenth 245 
week, then by what rational is it not okay thereafter. The 246 
"exceptions" for rape and incest are ludicrous—we don't kill the 247 
innocent child because it was conceived by a heinous act of rape, or 248 
incest. Americans know the babies heartbeat can be detected at six 249 
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weeks—no matter what that jewel of Georgia Stacey Abrams says—250 
and it's true that in most cases a woman does not even realize she is 251 
pregnant until it would be too late to kill their baby.29 Nevertheless, 252 
this is only because technology has developed to the point we can 253 
see the baby in the womb and register it's heart beat — according 254 
to the science, a babies heart begins contracting rhythmically at 255 
three weeks. As technology advances, I think evidence will establish 256 
the baby is a LIVING human being at CONCEPTION, which, by 257 
the way, is the ONLY REASONABLE and SCIENTIFICALLY 258 
supportable position. 259 
But, the truth is, none of this matters to the radical pro-abort 260 
crowd. They have acknowledged the FETUS (means little child— 261 
thank you Michael) is a baby for a very long time! The radical 262 
abortion crowd has openly admitted they are advocating for the 263 
murder of a human baby, and have suggested this right to "abort" 264 
should extend beyond the womb for up to five years, some wince at 265 
that and offer, how about three; others suggest 1 years old would be 266 
sufficient time for the mother to figure out whether or not she 267 
wants to be one, or wants to add another one.30  268 
The Pro-life pregnancy center, CompassCare, in Buffalo, NY, led 269 
by Pastor Jim Harden, CEO, was firebombed by radical pro-abort 270 
terrorists.31 A group, calling themselves Jane's Revenge takes credit 271 
for "the bombings" without specifying which of, are you ready for 272 
this, of the 47 pregnancy centers that have been attacked by pro-273 
abortion extremists.32 Did you hear anything about that? 274 
How often do you suppose you would have heard about "far right 275 
extremists" attacking a Planned Parenthood abortuary? Right! 276 

                                     
29 https://www.self.com/story/realize-pregnancy 
30 https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/she-the-people/post/after-birth-abortion-can-they-be-
serious/2012/03/03/gIQADgiOsR_blog.html 
31 https://specialguests.com/fbi-slow-walking-justice-amherst-police-refuse-to-return-pro-life-pregnancy-centers-private-property-
guest-jim-harden/ 
32 IBID. 
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So, when the police came to investigate this bombing, they took the 277 
video evidence provided by the pastor. No arrests have been made. 278 
In fact, no arrests have been made by the FBI, also looking into this 279 
case. In fact, no arrests have been made in relation to any of the 47 280 
brutal attacks that have taken place against these people who want 281 
to provide services to help mothers keep their babies. 47 cases, 0 282 
arrests. Meanwhile, the FBI are busy creating cases of DVE — 283 
domestic violence extremists — but IGNORE these radical 284 
terrorists attacking peaceful pro-life service organizations.  285 
Pastor Harden wanted the police to return his video but their 286 
lawyer explained they would not because the video might, are you 287 
ready for this, the video might incite RIGHT WING 288 
EXTREMISTS.33 289 
The video is the property of the CompassCare pregnancy center. 290 
But, as we have seen, when it comes to the rights of Christians, 291 
well, let's just say it out loud — according to the BIDEN regime 292 
they don't have any rights. But, we do, actually!  293 
That's the shedding of innocent blood, let's look at the cultural 294 
embrace of unnatural sexual expression followed by political 295 
endorsement, and legal enforcement. 296 
Let's see—well, this is interesting. The first openly trans Army 297 
officer is charged in a plot to give US military medical information 298 
to Russia to assist in their war against Ukraine.34 299 
Representative Pocan introduces legislation to create the first 300 
National LGBTQ history museum — my wife suggested the first 301 
exhibit should be Sodom and Gomorrah.35 302 

                                     
33 https://amgreatness.com/2022/09/29/compasscare-ceo-says-police-wont-return-his-surveillance-video-of-firebombing-attack-
because-it-might-inspire-rightwing-violence/ 
34 https://breaking911.com/breaking-first-openly-trans-army-officer-charged-in-plot-to-give-u-s-military-medical-info-to-russians-
to-help-in-war-against-ukraine/ 
35 https://www.washingtonblade.com/2022/09/30/rep-pocan-introduces-legislation-to-create-natl-lgbtq-history-museum/ 
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I mentioned AOC complaining that we conservatives don't believe 303 
Trans people are real — uh, I wish it were that simple! But we are 304 
not the one's denying reality here! 305 
And I mentioned Newsomes gruesome support for providing a 306 
sanctuary not only for abortion, but also for confused kids who 307 
might come from sane states that do not support or condone sex 308 
change operations being performed on minors. Vote for Brian 309 
Dahle for CA Gov, and deliver us from this wicked and perverse 310 
man. I don't think that fascist has given up his "emergency powers" 311 
yet.36 What's that about? He will brook no limiting, or constraints 312 
against his dictatorial powers.37 I wonder if these Blue state devils 313 
are bagging this "emergency power" gig for the day Biden 314 
announces the FINAL SOLUTION. The left is getting backed into 315 
a corner, they are losing public sympathy big time, and their own 316 
party is deteriorating from under their feet, like sand pulled from 317 
under their feet while standing on the beach — and, like their 318 
model, Hitler, who marked a group with his yellow arm bands, 319 
hurled on them slander and lies turning public sympathy against 320 
them, and finally announced the FINAL SOLUTION — watch out! 321 
We have seen how these types operate in the past. Anyway! 322 
Meanwhile, Netflix rolls out their new series, telling the story of 323 
Jeffery Dahmer. Remember him? He is the homosexual man who 324 
seduced homosexual men to his home where he murder them, cut 325 
them into pieces and stored their remains in his refrigerator, and 326 
ate them. Right! It's a true story, read about it here.38 So, Netflix 327 
tags the series with LGBTQIA+ — this lets viewers know 328 
something about the content of the film. The spokespersons for 329 
organizations committed to advancing and protecting the interests 330 
of that community protested—pressured Netflix to remove the tag. 331 
They acquiesced to their request.  332 
                                     
36 https://news.yahoo.com/newsom-keeping-emergency-powers-state-011918390.html 
37 https://californiaglobe.com/articles/gov-newsom-vetoes-bill-to-limit-his-emergency-powers/ 
38 901.2.5-Jeffrey Dahmer - Wikipedia 
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So, now the homosexual community instructs the conscience of 333 
our culture — if you want to know what cultural sensitivity 334 
standards you should respect in the US today, don't ask a 335 
Christian, ask the LGBTQIA+ crowd, or the BLM crowd, or the 336 
ANTIFA crowd — they have been given the moral high ground in 337 
our society and their values are being referenced as the standards 338 
that guide us in moral decisions. Remember when they screamed 339 
in our faces — get your morality out of my, what, pants, or 340 
bedroom, or life, or whatever? Well, whose morality is being 341 
FORCED on us now? 342 
All of this is leading to something! God will wait for a nation to use 343 
the sword of judgment that He gave to government to execute 344 
wrath upon evildoers [Romans 13], but He will stand by and wait 345 
only so long before He steps in and TAKES IT INTO HIS OWN 346 
HANDS — expect a major intervention, and expect it SOON! But 347 
like I've said many times, you will not like it! I promise you! Unless 348 
the remnant repents, and we return the sword to the hands of the 349 
righteous, and these don't hold back the sword, but faithfully 350 
employ it in the work of executing JUDGMENT to restore 351 
JUSTICE, we will face God's wrath; and if GOD has to step in, it's 352 
going to be a great mess. 353 
Consider this biblical story as an example. Judges 18-21. No time to 354 
develop this but listen — A tribe in Israel, Benjamin, embraced 355 
unnatural sexual deviancy — made these people a protected class 356 
and covered for their heinous crimes and diseases. They killed a 357 
priests concubine through cruel sexual abuse, and when this came 358 
to the attention of the leaders of Israel, and after attempts to get 359 
Benjamin to execute judgment upon the "sons of Belial" in their 360 
tribe, a civil war broke out. Judah led the tribes who gathered to 361 
compel Benjamin to respect decency and law. God told Judah to go 362 
up against Benjamin, but guess what? Benjamin won, and I think it 363 
was 22k that fell at the hands of Benjamin's forces on that first day. 364 
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Israel recouped, cried out to GOD begged for direction asked if 365 
they should go up again. God said, GO UP, they did, and Benjamin 366 
won AGAIN, this time killing 18k in Israel. Judah and the tribes 367 
following gathered to the HOUSE of GOD and cried out—368 
confused. But they asked, shall we go up? God said, GO UP and I 369 
will deliver them into your hands tomorrow. Israel wiped out 370 
Benjamin on that day—and had it not been for mercy shown to 371 
that tribe, it would have become extinct. What's the lesson here? If 372 
a nation tolerates this unnatural evil, it will become deeply 373 
entrenched and compromise the entire nation — and when 374 
judgment is executed, it's going to COST the entire nation and it's 375 
going to COST big time. 376 
We need to stand, as did MOSES, with our HANDS UP in prayer 377 
interceding for our nation—our Aaron and Hurs must support 378 
these men of GOD praying for this nation—the battle will turn on 379 
the PRAYERS of God's remnant! 380 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 381 
know if you see them.  382 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 383 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 384 
email. 385 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 386 
805.314.2114. 387 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 388 


